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Acronyms and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>artificial intelligence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIA</td>
<td>Algorithmic Impact Assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDA</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence and Data Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiins</td>
<td>feature importance insights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLEG</td>
<td>High-Level Expert Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICO</td>
<td>Information Commissioner’s Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLMs</td>
<td>large language models</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>National Institute of Standards and Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIME</td>
<td>local interpretable model-agnostic explanations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAP</td>
<td>SHapley Additive ExPlanations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Summary

The focus of this paper is on policy guidance around explainable artificial intelligence (AI) or the ability to understand how AI models arrive at their outcomes. Explainability matters in human terms because it facilitates including an individual’s “right to explanation” and it also plays a role in enabling technical evaluation of AI systems. In respect to both, explainability may be viewed as a sort of “first among equals” — functioning as a principle for trustworthy AI that affords visibility into performance on measures associated with a wide range of other principles relating to the behaviour of AI systems.

The paper begins with an examination of the meaning of explainability, concluding that the constellation of related terms serves to frustrate and confuse policy initiatives. Following a brief review of contemporary policy guidance, it argues that there is a need for greater clarity and context-specific guidance, highlighting the need to distinguish between ante hoc and post hoc explainability, especially in high-risk, high-impact contexts.

The question of whether post hoc or ante hoc methods have been employed is a fundamental and often-overlooked question in policy. The paper argues that the question of which method should be employed in a given context, along with the requirement for human-level understanding, is a key challenge that policy makers need to address. A taxonomy for how explainability can be operationalized in AI policy is proposed and a series of recommendations is set forth.

The paper also includes two appendices for readers with more technical backgrounds: one containing a review of commonly used explainable AI methods and the other showcasing the example of a novel technique for the development of explainable AI models.

Introduction

If 2022 was the year AI broke through to the masses, then 2023 was the year it made its way into the corridors of power, with governments all over the world waking up to the urgency of regulating it. While AI in the form of machine learning has been around for decades, the landscape changed in November 2022 with the release of ChatGPT. AI became one of the most discussed topics in the world during 2023.

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development logs a live repository of more than 1,000 AI policy initiatives from more than 69 countries, territories and the European Union. The European Union, Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom all have AI-related policy instruments that are either enacted, under review or in development, and many of these embrace a common, or at least overlapping, set of principles, including transparency and explainability, accountability, fairness and bias, privacy, safety, security, technical robustness and human-centredness.

The focus of this paper is on explainable AI (sometimes referred to as XAI), and more specifically the consideration of explainability from a policy perspective. Explainable AI refers to the ability of humans to interpret and understand how AI models arrive at their decisions or outputs. Explainable AI stands in contrast to AI black boxes, or models where it is not possible to gain insight into the mechanisms by which they translate inputs into outputs. While numerous academic and technical papers have been written on the topic of explainable AI, much less has been written about it from a policy perspective. Luca Nannini, Agathe Balayn and Adam L. Smith (2023) provide an excellent survey on the subject, highlighting the dearth of actionable regulatory standards, the coarseness of technical specifications in proposed legislation and nascent of the concept of explainability in research, essentially the oversimplification of a novel and complex problem.

The question of why policy makers, including civil servants who inform the legislative process and regulators who implement the rules, have not been more demanding of genuine explainability
in AI systems, is curious. Consider the large language models (LLMs) that are emerging like rapid fire today, and the lack of insight into anything much about them, including what data they were trained on and how they work. Why is nobody challenging this?

There are numerous reasons why people in general should care about explainability in AI, but ultimately it is about trustworthiness and the role that explainability plays in that assessment. The EU High-Level Expert Group (HLEG)\(^2\) stipulated that trustworthy AI must satisfy three necessary conditions: compliance with applicable laws and regulations (lawfulness), adherence to ethical principles and values (ethics) and safety, security and reliability (robustness). There is acknowledgement of the difficulty in ensuring that these conditions for trustworthy AI hold, given the lack of proven methods to translate them into practice (Markus, Kors and Rijnbeek 2021). There is, however, broad recognition of the potential for explainability to contribute to the assurance of trustworthy AI, and it is referenced in multiple frameworks and policy initiatives.

There are several reasons why policy makers should care about explainability, including a human’s “right to explanation” and the role that explainability plays in facilitating the evaluation of other model attributes and performance. In respect to both, explainability may be viewed as a sort of “first among equals” — essentially functioning as a principle for trustworthy AI that affords visibility into performance on measures associated with all the other principles.

The focus in this paper is on policy guidance pertaining to the explainability of traditional forms of AI, such as machine learning.\(^3\) The authors recognize the central role that generative AI will play across all economic sectors going forward, and the deep-rooted concern over the black box nature of the underlying technology. However, they have elected not to address explainability in generative AI here, owing to the vastly different approach to the collection of data, and the training, deploying and monitoring of foundational models as compared to traditional machine learning.

The paper is divided into three main sections:

- how explainability relating to AI is defined and what it means today;
- how the explainability of AI is currently approached in governance and policy; and
- how the explainability of AI can best be operationalized in policy going forward.

Following the examination and analysis in these sections, the paper offers a set of recommendations. Additionally, there are two appendices:

- a survey and review of methods for achieving explainable AI that should be considered by policy makers in the development of effective policy; and
- an example of best practice for achieving explainable AI with a proposed new category of explainable AI.

---

2 The HLEG is an independent group of experts set up by the European Commission. It represents one of the earlier examples of a group tasked with the development of a set of principles for ethical and trustworthy AI, and its work remains influential today because the principles it established are woven into many of the frameworks that have followed.

3 The terms machine learning and traditional AI are used interchangeably in this paper, each noted to be forms of the subset of AI known as artificial narrow intelligence. Machine learning is a branch of AI, broadly defined as the capability of a computer to imitate intelligent human behaviour using data and algorithms. Machine learning is distinguished from generative AI, which while based on machine-learning techniques, and itself a form of artificial narrow intelligence (at present), carries with it a different set of considerations from technology, general policy and explainability perspectives.
Despite the lack of a universally agreed-to definition, literature from both the academic and policy worlds offers useful guidance. On balance, the consideration in academic papers is deeper and more nuanced than that found in regulatory and policy instruments. This is probably due to the technical nature of the topic, and the practical reality that doing the subject justice requires an appreciation of the data science aspect of both AI and its explainability. This is not to say that policy makers and regulators need to be technical experts, but rather they need to be sufficiently informed about the technology and the methodologies underlying it to provide appropriate guidance.

While there is a loud call for explainability from policy makers that is picked up in mainstream media and consumer circles, this discussion often stays at a high level and neglects to dissect some of the more critical distinctions between different types and levels of explainability or the role of context. For this reason, the paper starts the review of what is meant by explainability in AI by first turning to academic sources.

**The Constellation of Terms around Explainability**

The academic literature acknowledges an array of explainable AI terms that are often used interchangeably, including transparency, explainability and interpretability, and seeks to distinguish these in a meaningful way. Transparency is more straightforward to tease out as a separate concept, whereas there is a lot of overlap and inconsistency of use between explainability and interpretability. This quibble over semantics should not be perceived to be ivory tower or excessive, but rather this is a case of academic discourse leading the field.

Transparency relates to how AI is used in organizations and the openness of communications around how and where it is being applied (Balasubramaniam et al. 2023). It is more of an organizational than a technical phenomenon, addressing practices around reporting and disclosure. Transparency relates directly to trust and an assurance that people understand the methods of AI in use, the behaviour of AI systems, the where, why and how AI has been used and the difference between AI for decision making and AI as an assistive tool.

Best governance practices around AI transparency include an organization’s policies for things such as organizational and employee AI competency; the rationale for AI use; the identification of roles, responsibilities and accountability for AI and its outcomes; the approach to procurement, development and deployment of AI; the practice of inventorying AI by technology type and/or use case; and the organization’s approach to measuring its performance over time.

In contrast, explainability is more of an AI system-level concept. At the heart of the contemporary academic discourse is agreement that explainability of AI needs to be both meaningful to a human and accurately reflective of what a model is doing to process inputs and generate outputs (Sokol and Vogt 2023). Beyond the broad acceptance of the human and technical elements underpinning explainability, there is confusion owing to the different terms that are used in relation to these elements.

Aniek F. Markus, Jan A. Kors and Peter R. Rijnbeek (2021) suggest that “interpretability” and “fidelity” are two sub-components of explainability, where interpretability refers to the presence of a single, unambiguous rationale and fidelity describes the entire dynamic of the task model, including the degree to which an explanation is complete and sound. In contrast, Linardatos Pantelis, Vasilis Papastefanopoulos and Sotiris Kotsiantis (2021) consider interpretability to be a broader term than explainability.

In one of the most widely cited papers on the subject, interpretability is conceptualized as a distinct or extended form of explainability (Rudin 2019), where models are “inherently interpretable” based on the transparency attributes of the algorithms used to build them. In contrast, “explainable AI” refers to explanations that are produced for black box models, through the construction of surrogate models that are built to estimate what the task model is doing (Moradi and Samwald 2021; Ali et al. 2023). These two approaches are called ante hoc (that is, inherent interpretability) and post hoc (that is, after-the-fact) explainability, respectively, and the distinction between them, along with the governance implications, is widely discussed in academic literature.

Boiling all this down, the authors conclude that for AI to be explainable, the explanation must address the model process and outcome (that
is, the technical dimension of explainability), as well as be understandable to a human (that is, the human dimension of explainability).

Building on the conceptualization of explainability as a set of underlying factors (Markus, Kors and Rijnbeek 2021), the distinction between ante hoc and post hoc explainability can be incorporated and the following simple framework for thinking about and assessing explainability of AI models can be offered.

**Figure 1: Framework for Explainability of AI Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explainability: basis for assessment</th>
<th>Ante Hoc or Post Hoc</th>
<th>Level of Human Understanding</th>
<th>Level of Technical Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clarity (Unambiguous)</td>
<td>Parsimony (Simple, concise)</td>
<td>Completeness (Entire process explained)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.

**The Appearance of Explainability in Policy Today**

This section moves beyond definition and covers what the preponderance of existing policy on explainable AI means when referencing “explainability” today, highlighting how confusing it is and the need for more clarity and context-dependent guidance. Globally, policy differs in addressing the technical and human-level dimensions of explainability, as frameworks vary in both the use of terms and the level of detail ascribed to concepts.

In the United States, explainability requirements appear in non-binding guidance from the White House and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). NIST (2001) has published a set of four principles of explainable AI: explanation, meaningful explanation, explanation accuracy and knowledge limits. The US Blueprint for an AI Bill of Rights suggests a requirement for “notice and explanation” calibrated to the level of risk but with no specific guidance or mechanism for enforcement (Office of Science and Technology Policy 2022).

Canada represents more of a mixed bag, where explainability does not appear in Canada’s proposed Artificial Intelligence and Data Act (AIDA) but does show up in the AIDA Companion Document with human oversight and monitoring as a regulated activity, and a future requirement for assessing the level of interpretability needed and making the design decisions accordingly.

On balance, there appears to be growing recognition of the need for specificity in both technical and human-focused guidance, as evidenced by the differences in the European Union’s handling of the topic, from the 2021 version of the proposed Artificial Intelligence Act to the 2023 publication of the proposed amendments. The topic of explainability makes an appearance in the proposed EU Artificial Intelligence Act in title III, chapter 2, article 13 (Transparency and Provision of Information to Users). In the 2021 version, the terms interpretability and transparency...
are used interchangeably, and no guidance is given with regard to level or type of explainability:

High-risk AI systems shall be designed and developed in such a way to ensure that their operation is sufficiently transparent to enable users to interpret the system’s output and use it appropriately. An appropriate type and degree of transparency shall be ensured, with a view to achieving compliance with the relevant obligations of the user and of the provider set out in Chapter 3 of this Title.⁹

In the June 2023 amendments to the act, proposed changes reflect recognition of both the role of audience and system understanding:

1. High-risk AI systems shall be designed and developed in such a way to ensure that their operation is sufficiently transparent to enable providers and users to reasonably understand the system’s functioning. Appropriate transparency shall be ensured in accordance with the intended purpose of the AI system, with a view to achieving compliance with the relevant obligations of the provider and user set out in Chapter 3 of this Title.

Transparency shall thereby mean that, at the time the high-risk AI system is placed on the market, all technical means available in accordance with the generally acknowledged state of art are used to ensure that the AI system’s output is interpretable by the provider and the user. The user shall be enabled to understand and use the AI system appropriately by generally knowing how the AI system works and what data it processes, allowing the user to explain the decisions taken by the AI system to the affected person pursuant to Article 68(c).¹⁰

And finally, one of the most comprehensive examples of policy guidance on explainable AI has been produced through a collaboration between the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and the Alan Turing Institute in the United Kingdom. Explaining decisions made with AI highlights two sub-categories of explanation (process and outcome-based) and six explanation types (rational, responsibility, data, fairness, safety and performance, and consideration of impact) (ICO and Alan Turing Institute 2022).

---


---

The Need for Clarity and Context-Specific Guidance

The lack of consistency in how explainability is defined presents a challenge for operationalizing explainable AI policy, especially in different contexts where distinct requirements for explainability are likely to prevail. It only makes sense that considerations such as the purpose, audience and potential impact of an AI implementation should play a role in determining the requirements for explanation, on both technical and human-level grounds. This paper examines key considerations on each of these grounds in the following two sections.

Technical Elements: Post Hoc versus Ante Hoc Explainability

This distinction between models that are inherently explainable on the one hand, and black box models that rely on companion explanatory models on the other, is broadly discussed in the academic literature, but is not well-established in policy. Rarely do policy frameworks or instruments specify what they mean when invoking terms relating to explainability, and even more rarely does the associated guidance parse out the material distinction between ante hoc (that is, inherently explainable models) and post hoc (that is, after-the-fact companion models that estimate how the original task models works) explainability.
This is an unfortunate failure in policy, in large part because the well-documented shortcomings of post hoc techniques render them completely unsuitable for many applications. Whereas there is less reason for concern if a black box model is employed in online advertising or web searches, there is every reason to care about its use in law enforcement, financial services or health care, where an individual’s fundamental human rights, health and safety may be impacted. Post hoc explanations should be a course of last resort if they are to be tolerated at all in these use cases, and yet they remain the dominant model class in machine learning.

The prevalence of post hoc explainability techniques is best understood in relation to the popularity of deep learning and neural net algorithms. In 2016, Yoshua Bengio wrote an article celebrating the coming of age of the promise of AI, thanks to the rise of deep learning (Bengio 2016). Deep learning is a sub-form of machine learning that has transformed AI research, powering discovery and ambition in the field. Deep learning methods are often the technique of choice in applications with large data sets, owing to their ease of use and the ability to generate accurate models in certain instances. However, deep learning models are black boxes, and this accuracy of prediction comes at the expense of explainability. Arguably, it is the rise and popularity of deep learning methods that has spawned the movement for explainable AI as stakeholders increasingly recognize the dangers of black box models in high-stakes decision making.

As real as the explainable AI movement is, it is subject to a misguided irony: the widespread and misunderstood use of the term explainable AI. By definition, explainable AI refers specifically to post hoc methods, which are known to suffer from a range of limitations, principally that they generate only an approximation of the functioning of the black box models they are supposedly explaining. In this sense, “explainable AI” would be better known as “estimated AI.” And on top of that, post hoc approximations are known to lack fidelity and stability, and their technical shortcomings also mean they are often unable to facilitate a suitable approach to fairness, bias and the absence of discrimination. This is not a trivial shortcoming, with concerns over fairness and the perpetuation of systemic bias at the top of the list of near-term risks from AI. So, in addition to “explainable AI” being more of a “guestimate,” there is a very real possibility it is a “bias-perpetuating guestimate” but the lack of genuine explainability makes it difficult to know.

There is a disturbing chasm between the scientific research highlighting the insufficiency of post hoc methods and the volume of explainable AI headlines inferring achievements that cannot actually be claimed today. It has been argued, for example, that the limitations of post hoc methods render them unsuitable as the sole mechanism to guarantee model fairness in high-stakes decision making (Vale, El-Sharif and Ali 2022), and yet we know that black box models (supplemented by post hoc approaches to explainability) are still being applied in high-stakes cases (Rudin 2019) and policy makers are doing little to nothing to change this. It is important that policy makers understand the limitations of post hoc methods to be able to outline guidance, including criteria for when they are not suitable.

From a policy perspective, it is noteworthy that this critical distinction between ante hoc and post hoc explainability is rarely addressed, with a report from the Canadian Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (2023) being a noteworthy exception.12 Policy instruments, where they exist, tend to be characterized more by an impetus to enact strategic direction for leveraging AI from a research and development perspective and/or implementing explainability from the perspective of de-risking innovation through the reduction of civil rights harms. This leaves a lot of latitude for the providers of explanations, currently complicated by the lack of consistency in policy terminology, standards and implementation procedures.

Foteini Agrafioti, chief science officer at the Royal Bank of Canada, which is recognized as one of the leading banking institutions on AI,13 spoke to the deficit of explainability in a 2020 interview, specifically addressing the implications for fairness, bias and public trust: “It’s important to remember that virtually all of the great machine learning models that are brought to life today through many different products that we use...
today are, unfortunately, unexplainable. You have an input and an output, but you don’t really know how the AI got there. For certain sectors — like healthcare and financial services — this is extremely limiting. In areas like lending, which has a serious impact on people’s lives, you simply cannot be extending (or not extending) credit without understanding exactly why the algorithm made the decision” (Christensen 2020).

The authors highlight the distinction between post hoc and ante hoc explainability because they believe this distinction is at the core of what matters most about explainability. If explainability is, as they believe, a first among equals among the many principles for evaluating the performance and trustworthiness of AI, then the type and level of that explainability is salient to the overall evaluation task. If explainability really boils down to being able to understand the process and outcome of a model, in a particular context, including the audience receiving the explanation, then how is explainability satisfied with a “guestimate” that potentially holds untruth and bias? This is the terrain of the post hoc explanation.

This is not to suggest that ante hoc explainability is called for in all use cases, but the guidance from policy makers should address the appropriate level and type of explanation according to context, including, specifically, where post hoc explanations are not suitable, or not suitable on their own.

Without a good working definition of explainability, an explicit recognition of the distinction between ante hoc and post hoc techniques and some framing of the implications, the policy guidance that is provided cannot hope to appropriately capture, manage and mitigate the risks and opportunities associated with AI in all contexts. The implication is many references to explainability in policy today are too nebulous to be useful from a technical standpoint.

**Human-Level Elements of Explainability**

The academic literature on explainable AI is insistent that explainability finds its meaning in the context of the audience for the explanation and not the AI system alone. There are concrete policy examples that make explicit the requirement for meaningful explanation. Canada’s Algorithmic Impact Assessment (AIA) tool\(^\text{14}\) requires meaningful explanation for AI with assessed impact levels II, III and IV,\(^\text{15}\) where these result in the denial of service to a client, or any regulatory action. The United Kingdom’s Algorithmic Transparency Recording Standard\(^\text{16}\) outlines requirements for public sector bodies using algorithmic tools in decision-making processes that affect members of the public. In both cases, there is a clear purpose to the explanation, an audience, an impact assessment and guidance as to what type of information is appropriate in the explanation. Having said that, neither of these tools get specific as to what may be appropriate for explanation on a technical level, in evaluating what a model is doing to translate inputs into outputs in a high-stakes decision.

Despite some acknowledgement of the role of human-level understanding in explainable AI, there are two areas that need to be better addressed in policy. First, policy should contemplate the wide range of human audiences for these explanations. Whereas policy and regulatory instruments commonly call for human-level understanding, they typically fail to recognize the varying needs and capabilities of diverse human audiences. Even with inherently interpretable models, an explanation may be meaningful and comprehensible to technical personnel and domain experts, but not to other stakeholders. Second, policy must link the requirements for explanation to the relevant audience; the needs of the developer troubleshooting a model will inevitably differ from those of the bank customer who is turned down for a loan.

What this discussion really highlights is the role and importance of context in explanation. For explainability to be meaningful, it needs to be appropriately defined in a context, including consideration of factors such as audience, but also other contextual variables such as purpose and impact. This is not always the case in

---


\(^\text{15}\) The four levels of the Canadian AIA refer to the level of anticipated impact of the assessed AI, each with its own corresponding set of requirements for things such as peer review, notice and explanation requirement.

policy and the following sections examine, first, what is happening with respect to how people conceive of explainability in the governance of models, and then what should be happening.

Operationalizing Explainability in Policy

This section moves beyond “background” and builds the case for how to operationalize explainability in policy going forward: using the notion of taxonomy for context-specific guidance; focusing not just on country-level guidance but also on organization-level, where the love of neural nets has led everyone off the quest for true explainability; and the need to think aspirationally and call for true (ante hoc) explainability.

A Context-Based Taxonomy

The activity of operationalizing explainable AI in policy should involve establishing guidance associated with the principle, in a particular context. This may be facilitated through a taxonomy, or a hierarchical classification of questions and contextual variables.

Guidance should start with the legal framework for the use of AI and data including privacy legislation, consumer rights, financial services, competition law, human rights, law enforcement and more. From here the purpose of the explanation, the audience for the explanation and impact assessment of the use case establish the case for guidance. Guidance may include direction on whether a process- or outcome-based explanation is appropriate, as well as the type of explanation (that is, ante hoc versus post hoc) and level of detail required for disclosure.

Various taxonomies have been developed relating to explainable AI and including topics such as the explanation-generating mechanism, the type of explanation, scope of explanation, type of model it can explain and a combination of these features (Markus, Kors and Rijnbeek 2021).

The following provides an example of the categories of questions relating to context and the resultant guidance for policy makers:

→ What is explainability (for example, human vs. technical, process vs. outcome-oriented)?

→ What is the purpose of explainability (for example, right to explanation, shared understanding, enable user control, right to challenge, model development, evaluation and enhancement, delivery of new insights)?

→ Who is the audience for the explainability (for example, developer, user, consumer, subject matter expert, regulator)?

→ What is the anticipated risk/impact of the AI system when deployed (for example, low, high)?

→ What is the type of explanation required and why?

→ What is the specification of explainability requirement; what needs to be shared, what level of detail, in what style, and to whom?

These questions may be conceptualized in a taxonomy as shown in Figure 2.

Jurisdictional versus Model Governance Policy

With some exceptions, current policy guidance on explainable AI emphasizes a jurisdictional (that is, country, state/province or supranational level) perspective, with a spotlight on human-centred considerations such as fundamental rights, and health and economic impacts.

While policy at the jurisdictional level is important, there is also a need for explicit guidance inside enterprises that develop, procure, use and deploy AI. This is in part due to the reality that regulation will vary in breadth and applicability across sectors, use cases and contexts. But even beyond that, if the compliance requirements imposed on institutional-level model governance are mainly limited to the impact-focused guidance provided by jurisdictional regulators, then we collectively miss the opportunity for enterprises to be motivated in the pursuit of explainability methods that serve different but critical purposes including efficiency and innovation.

Industry’s enamour for deep learning and performance accuracy has led to a neglect of many of the benefits that can best be conveyed by genuine explainability in the form of ante hoc interpretability, including insights into the
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The relative importance of different features (variables) in modelling, the analysis of proxy variables and the demonstration of causal relationships. It is not that these aspects of data science are not being practised; it is that they are being practised poorly, with little ingenuity or innovation.

The academic literature laments the prevalence of post hoc techniques and the erroneous presumption of a tradeoff between performance accuracy and model interpretability (Rudin 2019), but this literature suffers more broadly on two fronts:

→ its examination of the utility of ante hoc explainability and associated methods for the purpose of building and troubleshooting models has not translated into widespread innovation or practical application; and

→ the discussion is characterized by an understandable but short-sighted assumption that there are only two categories of explainable — post hoc and ante hoc or that which is inherently explainable by virtue of being “naturally interpretable.”

A New Third Category of Explainable AI

The notion of inherent interpretability may be viewed as the holy grail of explainability and while it is achievable today in certain circumstances, it is constrained by the two main components that go into machine learning models: the type of data and the choice of algorithm. Data scientists refer to a perceived tradeoff between interpretability and predictive performance, owing to the presumption...
that many types of data do not lend themselves to modelling with anything other than black box algorithms. The trouble is, this alleged tradeoff does not necessarily exist as there are alternative methods, but how are policy makers to know what the technology is capable of when it is deeply technical and subject to nearly constant change through discovery and innovation?

What might innovation look like? As one example, this paper offers the possibility of not just ante hoc methods that rely on inherently interpretable algorithms, but novel techniques that facilitate ex ante feature identification. The promise of ex ante feature identification is to identify the most important features that relate to a phenomenon of interest, directly from the data and prior to a production model being built. This is exactly the opposite of post hoc explainability, where the black box model comes first, and it is only after the fact that the “guestimate” of how it arrives at its outcome is established. With ex ante feature identification, the features that are employed by a production model are selected before it is built, leaving no guessing as to how it generates its outcome. This may not seem like a novel concept, but it is seldom operationalized in the construction of machine learning models, because the prevalent methods do not allow it, especially from data sets that contain a lot of features.

The ex ante identification of “most important features” introduces a game-changing third category of explainable AI method, a true innovation in AI/machine learning where models can be fully interpretable regardless of what algorithm is employed to construct them. In essence, ex ante feature identification is a subclass of ante hoc explainability, where the method is not constrained by the class of the algorithm (that is, one characterized by natural interpretability).

In the absence of technological insight and an awareness of what innovations are taking place, regulatory guidance is likely to be insufficient to drive aspirational requirements, including policy and standards development. Instead, guidance will tend toward the known, tried and true. And downstream, when regulatory guidance flows, pertaining to methods and evaluation of AI explainability, these may be ill-informed or based on partial truths, inadvertently perpetuating bad practices, including an acquiescence toward black box algorithms because they are easy, common and well-accepted.

Policy makers need to confer with technologists at the frontiers of explainable AI to understand what is possible, iterate this in policy and drive the boundaries of best practice. It is through the cross-pollination of ideas that policy innovation will take place. In the case of explainable AI this is particularly true because, ultimately, this is a challenge involving both a technical and a human imperative, where explainability can and should be employed for the purpose of developing better models in addition to serving regulatory and compliance requirements relating to human impacts.

The fundamental point that is inadequately captured in policy guidance today is that genuine model explainability — in the form of ex ante model interpretability — leads to models that are better across a range of measures with implications for all the impacts that regulators care about as well as the traditional economic measures that enterprises focus on.

For example, ante hoc methods that enable ex ante feature identification offer the possibility of models that are more parsimonious and more interpretable regardless of what algorithm is used. These same models also lend themselves to unencumbered evaluation across a range of metrics, because the ex ante identification of features means it is always possible to know how the model is translating inputs into outputs. The ability to deliver feature importance insights, opens the door for powerful analytics with value propositions across a wide range of use cases, including a rich analysis of proxy variables.

While it is not the responsibility of policy makers to realize these possibilities, it is important they be considered in the endgame that policy is serving: policy that is designed to protect people, communities and financial systems, to mitigate risk and to stimulate innovation.

For readers who are interested in more technical depth of discussion, there are two appendices containing first, an assessment of different methods or approaches to achieving explainability and second, an example of one method for performing ex ante feature identification, including the possibilities for realizing this third category of explainable AI where models are fully interpretable regardless of the type of data or algorithm.
Recommendations

The development of policy for a more robust approach to explainable AI involves several key considerations that address ethical, technical, legal and practical aspects. Collectively, these considerations help to ensure that AI systems are not only effective but also that they are understandable in technical and human terms. Here are the main considerations:

→ **Definitions:** Policy should distinguish among terms including transparency, explainability and interpretability. These terms address different aspects of how AI systems can be understood, scrutinized and overseen by humans. There needs to be clarity on what they mean to help set objectives, standards and methods for the assessment of AI systems.

→ **Ethical and legal frameworks:** Policy should be grounded in ethical principles and legal frameworks that protect individuals’ rights and promote fairness, accountability and non-discrimination. This includes considering the implications of AI decisions on individuals, especially in high-impact use cases and ensuring outcomes are explainable, where the explanation is both meaningful and understandable to the human audience. Explainability should be understood as a requirement both to satisfy evaluation of the full range of ethical and legal principles relating to AI use, and as a necessary ingredient for an appropriate avenue to redress and recourse.

→ **Context-specific guidance:** Policy should provide guidance on explainability requirements for AI that is context dependent, considering the purpose of an explanation, the audience for the explanation and the risk associated with the AI use case. This context-specific guidance should extend to consideration of the technical and human-level requirements for explanation; genuine explainability demands an understanding of how the model arrived at its output and that the explanation is both meaningful and understandable to the appropriate audience.

→ **Post hoc versus ante hoc explanation types:** Policy makers should explicitly consider the suitability of post hoc versus ante hoc approaches to explainability in creating context-dependent guidance, especially for high-impact cases. Recognizing the limitations and potential dangers of post hoc explanations as “guestimates,” policy makers should work to outline clear “no-go” zones for their application based on type of use case and impact level.

→ **Use of visualization techniques:** The authors recommend that visualization techniques be applied as much as possible, even when the number of significant features is higher. It is the best tool to gain insight from the data directly, avoiding the approximations that other approaches to model explainability will make. It also allows the understanding of the interaction between the features and what can be expected of the precision of the prediction.

→ **User-centric design guidelines:** Promote the use of user-centric design principles in the design and development of AI systems to help ensure that explanations are understandable to non-technical and non-expert audiences.

→ **Education and literacy:** Promote AI literacy including education initiatives that empower individuals to understand and critically engage with AI systems, making explainability efforts more meaningful and effective.

→ **Guidance should be aspirational:** Policy makers should not be constrained to known or existing methods, but rather should be aspirational in establishing guidance. The impetus for ambitious policy is both to realize practical benefits such as better models and public trust, but also to act as a stimulus for technological innovation — in this case tech for good.

→ **Mandatory explainability standards (high impact):** For high-impact use cases, consider the merits of mandatory explainability standards. This could include regulations pertaining to the development and deployment of AI systems as they are applied to applications with significant implications for individuals’ fundamental rights, well-being and safety, such as health care, finance, access to essential services and criminal justice.

→ **Mandatory audit and certification (high impact):** For high-impact use cases, consider the merits of mandatory audit and certification processes. Mandatory audit trails allow for
retrospective analysis of AI decisions and outcomes. Mandatory certification facilitates a role for independent third parties for compliance with explainability standards. Both will engender best practices, compliance and trust.

Conclusion

The questions of why policy makers have not been more demanding of genuine explainability in AI systems, and why the distinction between post hoc and ante hoc techniques is so infrequently addressed in policy, were raised in the introduction to this paper. If these issues are partially attributable to policy makers’ reticence to aspire to methods beyond the realm of what is known, practised and proven, then it is hoped that by highlighting one ex ante feature identification approach as an example, several things will happen. First is that policy makers will become more educated about the distinct approaches to explainability and the various methods within each class, including newer techniques such as Fiins AI. Second is that policy makers will become more aspirational in establishing guidance, both binding and non-binding.

The pace of change with AI and LLMs is dramatic and faces few challenges. What are the implications for a technology that is forecast to be transformative, with such great impact and so many risks? Do policy makers take their cues from the developers rather than the other way around? Is there so little insistence for explainability in generative AI because it currently seems so unachievable? The authors believe that it is a combination of regulatory impetus, stakeholder interest and competitive pressure that is likely to promote innovation and advancement in the explainability of AI.

The authors find that policy relating to explainability of AI exists but is varied and inconsistent, and this is unfortunate given the special role it plays, both in establishing trust and facilitating high-performance models. Explainability is important because it functions as a first among equals, a requirement for other principles associated with trust and performance.

Extending the two major classes of explainability, the paper presents a third category of explainable AI, one that is interpretable but unconstrained by the need to be hitched to a particular algorithm to enable inherent interpretability. The ability of ex ante feature identification to facilitate causal discovery and the development of fully interpretable models represents an innovation in machine learning, delivering better models, better explanations and greater trust. The paper argues that explainable AI policy needs to be aspirational because the field is moving quickly and should be challenged to catch up, keep up and innovate to meet what are deemed best practices, even if the capabilities do not exist today — or are flying under the radar.

A 2019 article on explainable AI concluded with the lament “let us insist that we do not use black box machine learning models for high-stakes decisions unless no interpretable model can be constructed that achieves the same level of accuracy. It is possible that an interpretable model can always be constructed — we just have not been trying” (Rudin and Radin 2019).

In 2024, let us conclude with the comfort that the capability to always construct an interpretable model does exist today, as illustrated with ex ante feature identification and the Fiins case study. This is not to say the approach is warranted in all use cases, but it should be noted that the call for trustworthy, explainable AI is only one of the reasons to favour such a technique. For many use cases, it is not the explainability of the model, but the value of the ex ante insights that will justify the technique, including a wide-ranging potential set of strategic and operational benefits.

This is a case of regulatory interests converging with the innovation agenda. Policy makers should advance the cause of explainability in a meaningful way, by explicitly calling for the use of ante hoc explainability in high-stakes decisions, but also more generally, in service of competitive advantage. In order to move this forward, policy makers must avoid falling into the trap of taking the easy route, believing in the trade-off between accurate and interpretable AI. They should push barriers and encourage innovation.
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Appendix 1: Methods and Evaluation of AI Explainability

This section will describe several proposed methods for explainability and some evaluation metrics.

Methods Reviewed

Post hoc explainability — global versus local: As discussed earlier, there are two main paradigms of explainability in machine learning, ante hoc and post hoc. There are two categories of post hoc explainability, global and local. Global explainability refers to how the model will use features to arrive at a prediction. If the model is a black box, and the original training data is not available, it is still possible to get some information. Local explainability refers to how the model performs on a single instance. For example, in credit assessment, local explainability speaks to the ability to understand how a model predicts the probability of loan default in the case of one individual, rather than across an entire population.

Surrogate models: This involves training a simpler, inherently explainable model on the results of the black box model. This will be an approximation of the black box model. For example, a decision tree can be built using sample data, with the target being the result from the black box model. The structure of the tree can be used as an explanation of the black box model. A surrogate model can be global (Molnar 2022) or local as in SLIM (surrogate locally interpretable models) (Hu et al. 2020).

Permutation importance (Breiman 2001): If training data for the model is available this technique can be used to determine feature importance. The model is run with the values of a single feature shuffled. The difference in performance of the model on the permuted data gives an inverse measure of that feature’s importance. This is done repeatedly with each feature.

Shapley (Shapley 1953): Evaluate the model on all subsets of feature values in a row. The Shapley value for a feature is the average of all differences between the score for a subset with and without the feature.

SHAP values (Lundberg and Lee 2017): Estimation method for SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) with efficient extensions to specific types of models. SHAP values may be aggregated to give a global measure of feature importance.

Counterfactuals (Mothilal, Sharma and Tan 2020): A counterfactual is a modification of the input values for a case that produces a different prediction from the original case. By progressively modifying input features to determine at what point a prediction changes, it is possible to derive a measure of feature importance for a single case.

Local interpretable model-agnostic explanations or LIME (Ribeiro, Singh and Guestrin 2016): Uses data samples both near and far from a single case to train a simple, inherently explainable model. This is essentially a surrogate model that is only intended to explain the single case and may not necessarily extrapolate.

Gradient-based methods (Sundararajan, Taly and Yan 2017): These methods are used on neural networks where a gradient function is used to associate the inner layers’ output to the final output of the neural net.

Ante hoc explainability: Ante hoc explainability is usually taken to mean that a model is created via the use of an algorithm that has natural interpretability, where it is possible to see how inputs have been translated into outputs (for example, a decision tree where each node makes a simple decision, and you can follow the trail of these decisions).

Rashomon (Rudin 2019): This method involves creating many models using different methods. Consider a set of these models that perform roughly equally well and select the model that is most inherently explainable. The success of this will depend on the inherent explainability of the available high-performing methods.

Fiins AI/novel technique for ex ante feature identification (discussed in this paper): Fiins AI (for feature importance insights) is a method that determines a minimal set of features on an ex ante basis, providing the highest predictive power and where models may then be developed on an algorithm-agnostic basis.
Evaluation Metrics

Evaluation metrics include measures of interpretability or human understanding and fidelity or technical accuracy (Markus, Kors and Rijnbeek 2021). Human understanding is a combination of clarity (unambiguous) and parsimony (simple and concise). Technical accuracy is a combination of completeness (explains the entire process) and soundness (correct and truthful).

In Table A.1 these measures refer to the final explanation, not the process for achieving the explanation.

As can be seen, many post hoc methods of explanation do a reasonable job of adding some human understanding to the outcome of a particular prediction. However, the quality of the explanation will always be limited by the quality of the predictor. A post hoc explanation where the prediction was based on many features will still be difficult to understand simply because of its size. And no post hoc process can completely explain how the prediction was made.

Another typical problem is the following: suppose the SHAP values (post hoc) method is used for explainability, pertaining to a prediction from a neural net where there are hundreds or thousands of input features. If there are many correlated and/or similar features, SHAP will report that each of them made a small contribution to the prediction, rather than picking the best representative of the group and identifying a large contribution. We may end up ignoring the most important contribution because it was divided into many features.

It has also been found that the post hoc methods are very unstable. The implications of instability are that if we use slightly different data and/or different models on the same data, the explanations are likely to be completely different. This is mostly due to the problem mentioned above and the fact that a post hoc explanation is an approximation (and in fact may be considered an approximation of an approximation). The post hoc explanation is an approximation of the task model and the task model itself is not necessarily perfect. The lack of stability puts post hoc methods at a serious disadvantage.

From a policy standpoint, these challenges with post hoc methods raise, if not guarantee, the likelihood that guidance will end up focused on the wrong factors. Post hoc methods also frustrate the ability of policy makers to ensure fairness in AI systems and models, as there is no accurate approach to evaluating how inputs are translated into outputs. With black box models, bias on sensitive grounds may go undetected or, alternatively, it may be unjustifiably attributed.

The Rashomon ante hoc method can be said to explain the entire prediction process since an inherently explainable method is chosen, but there are limitations. The capacity of Rashomon to produce inherently explainable methods only holds true if a very small number of best features is used.

As an alternative to the methods reviewed above, including post hoc techniques, approaches that are inherently interpretable but constrained by size and the Rashomon ante hoc method with its own limitations, the paper has presented an ante hoc technique based on ex ante feature identification. Known as Fiins AI for feature importance insights, this technique is algorithm agnostic and, as such, does not suffer from the aforementioned limitations.

The Fiins technique offers a novel approach to mining insights from data that enables the development of inherently interpretable models, even with large and complicated data sets, especially those with many features. The Fiins approach harvests insights directly from data, identifying the most important features in relation to a particular target. It manages to find a very small number of features with high predictive power (or even higher than with all the features). In a situation where there are many correlated features, this approach based on ex ante feature identification will identify the best of them and add the insight that the others may be considered “proxies.” This technique can reduce hundreds or thousands of features to an “explainable” number, usually between three and seven, along with their proxies, and ignore those features that are effectively noise.

The Fiins approach provides an explanation based on the data, not on any particular method, so the idea of explaining the model is irrelevant. In this regard, Fiins AI is algorithm-agnostic: it finds the features that are best predictors for whichever model is most suitable. The explainability comes from the very small number of features, typically between three and seven, the proxies of each feature (which helps understand
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The contribution of each of the features and graphical representations of the interactions of features.

There are two main takeaways from this review. First, despite the continuing popularity of black box models and reliance on post hoc methods for explainability, these methods provide less-than-ideal explanations into how models arrive at their outcomes. Second, even though there are conventional machine learning methods that can be classified as inherently interpretable, these are materially constrained by the limitations of size. The policy implications of this reinforce all the cautions that have been addressed in academic literature, especially pertaining to high-impact decisions.

There needs to be effective correspondence between developers and policy makers, to allow for an informed, iterative and aspirational approach to defining requirements, that balances what is needed in the purest sense, with what is possible today and into the future. In the case of artificial narrow intelligence, policy makers may not have thought much about the distinction between post hoc and ante hoc techniques before reading this paper. And even if they had, they may not have been aware that an innovative technique enabling ante hoc explainability exists.

If a model is built using the Fiins technique or another like it, a model will always be interpretable in that the features the model is using to translate inputs into outputs are readily identifiable. The explanation will be meaningful to any audience if the features themselves are individually and collectively understandable. This level of interpretability is facilitating technically but also in a policy sense, as it provides a clear line of sight through which to evaluate other factors including bias, fairness and the involvement of sensitive variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explainability Method</th>
<th>Ante hoc or Post hoc Global or Local</th>
<th>Human Understanding (low, medium, high)</th>
<th>Technical Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clarity (Unambiguous)</td>
<td>Parsimony (Simple, concise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrogate</td>
<td>post, local</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permutation importance</td>
<td>post, global</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAP values</td>
<td>post, global</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapley</td>
<td>post, global</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterfactuals</td>
<td>post, local</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIME</td>
<td>post, local</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gradient-based</td>
<td>post, global</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashomon</td>
<td>ante, global</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiins</td>
<td>ante, global</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.

Table A.1: A Comparison of Explainability Methods
Appendix 2: An Example of Innovation in Explainability

In this section, the paper presents a case study to illustrate the advantages and insights to using ex ante feature identification, using the Fiins method.

Explainable Methods and the Constraints of Size

To understand the value of the innovation to be found in ex ante feature identification, it helps to understand the current state of the art for achieving “inherently interpretable” models. Today, if you want to avoid using a black box, if you want to be confident that you can explain exactly what your model is doing, you will be forced to select from one of a small set of algorithms that possess natural interpretability.

Linear forms, decision trees and nearest neighbours are examples of methods that humans can understand, provided they are reasonably small.

Consider a case where a loan is to be given on the basis of certain criteria that minimize the probability of default. Following analysis, the data is found to fit to a linear form and the predictor might look something like this:

\[
\text{YearlySalary/1000 - Age > 20}
\]

In this example, it is easy to see that annual salary and individual age are the two criteria that determine whether a loan is to be given or not. For example, a person earning $60,000 per year, who is younger than 40 years of age, will be accepted for a loan. Or a person with a $40,000 salary and 50 years of age will not be accepted. This is easy to understand because linear forms (that is, combinations of features multiplied by numbers) are simple, but also because this linear form is short; if it had 50 or 100 terms (that is, age, salary and many other variables), it would be impossible to grasp.

There is a huge caveat to achieving understandability through the conventionally available methods for inherent interpretability and that is size. These explainable models are only truly understandable when their size is small. No matter how explainable the model is, if it uses 100 features it becomes very difficult, if not impossible, to understand.

These explainable models all fail when they involve real-world sizes. It is an illusion (or a technical urban legend) to think that explainability can be broadly or reliably provided through these types of models in practical settings. This is a highly constrained approach to the achievement of explainability.

Finally, even if the size is moderate and we can partly understand it, we will be understanding what a particular model is doing, not the real problem. The model is likely to be one possible approximation of the prediction problem, not the real situation. In summary, there are too many problems with the currently reigning inherently explainable models to be our tool of choice.

In high-stakes decisions today, one of several things may be happening. In many cases, black box models are still being used, accompanied by post hoc explanations. In other cases, inherently interpretable models may be employed and work well, because even with many features as a starting point, it may be the case that a simple linear form with a small number of features does a good job at prediction and still yields meaningful understandability. Alternatively, there may be cases where for various reasons, including regulatory requirements, an inherently interpretable model is needed, but the constraints of these methods do not suit the problem well, and so in this case it is like trying to fit a square peg into a round hole; valuable insights get missed or mangled.

The point is that these decisions are almost entirely left up to developers, with a dearth of appropriate guidance from policy makers at the enterprise or jurisdictional level. Policy makers have both a responsibility and an opportunity to set direction that protects individuals and stimulates innovation.

An Ideal Scenario

In this section, the paper explores the merits of AI models whose explainability is based on a simple structure, thereby allowing visualization to be employed as a powerful tool to facilitate explainability, including meaningful human-level understanding.

First, we will think of a very simple example, one that is not necessarily correct but is useful for
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Illustrative purposes. Suppose that two features, unemployment (U) and durable goods consumption (DG), have 100 percent of the predictive power for credit card delinquency (CCD). Any model using any features will not have a higher predictive power than the best model using U and DG — or together, unemployment and durable goods consumption can perfectly explain credit card delinquency levels. In this ideal scenario, we can plot the CCD in two dimensions, the U and DG values, and thus be able to visualize how the predictions can be made. For example, we may see that when unemployment is high and durable goods consumption is low, then credit card delinquency is high. With only two features that combine to provide perfect predictive accuracy, this is a simple and clean example to visualize.

An example of this situation is in the graph below, where we see that there are two well-defined areas, consisting of the bottom right corner (that is, in the blue zone, CCD is low) and the rest (that is, in the red zone, CCD is high). This is what we will call the structure of the problem. We can visualize how the features interact to give us an almost perfect prediction of red versus blue. We expect that a good model will be able to use the data properly and make the predictions in an optimal way. But the structure is a property of the data by itself. No model is used to produce the graph. Our goal of explainability is achieved by visualizing the structure. Notice that an extra bonus is the fact that we will have a visual clue on the accuracy of the predictions (that is, how many reds or blues are misplaced).

The ability to use visualization as a tool for facilitating explainability and meaningful understanding can be extended to three features, because it is possible to visualize a structure in three dimensions. It is a bit more challenging to show it on a computer screen, but a good 3D representation added with rotations, transparency and other tricks will allow visualization in 3D. Humans are good at understanding 3D objects, because we are surrounded by them! Three features is a hard boundary: humans cannot visualize objects in higher dimensions.

The bottom line is policy makers should push for approaches that are easily understandable. How a model can be explained leads to meaningful understanding. Methods that

Figure A.1: The Delineation of Features Predicting Credit Card Delinquency — An Example of the Power of Visualization in Explainability

Source: Authors.
allow visualization, with clearly delineated features, are understandable. The precision of the prediction will also be visible, as in the graph above we can see that some points are misplaced. When features can be plotted, they become understandable in how they predict the target. A picture is worth a thousand words.

What happens in real situations? The authors have found that in most real cases using the Fiins method and ex ante feature identification, two or three features explain the lion’s share of what is to be explained. It is rare that more than three features are needed to explain more than 90 percent of what is explainable. It may be that up to seven features are needed to have a good model, but the top two or three already give a good picture. Hence by visualizing the structure of the top two or three features we will get a quite complete understanding of the problem.

Contrast this finding and the authors’ advocacy for parsimonious, interpretable models with the dominant archetype, the neural net. Neural nets are black box models that are created by an algorithm, directly from data, and even the developers who design them have no real insight into what variables are recruited and combined to make predictions. The models can contain such complicated functions of the variables that any facility to understand falls outside of human capacity.

While it may seem obvious, it should be noted that visualization is a powerful tool that is used in practice by various audiences who need to interpret the outcome of an AI model and when that model can be distilled to a simple structure containing only a few features. In particular, policy makers should push for — and even demand — these types of approaches to explanation in high-stakes decisions.
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